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edit edit: so i have managed to edit the file and see if it works so far the touch is no longer inverting, however, i'm getting a small amount of virtual input with the touch even when the button is not pressed which seems to not be normal. but i'm not sure if this is the best approach to a solution, which is why i'm asking here, so i'm wondering
if there's a more straightforward way to fix the problem in either a config file or by being able to overwrite the silead.conf file in the install directory? kmdf hid minidriver for touch i2 i'm using the ltc5860 emulator and the device working without problem, i get a press and a release and usually i get an input on the button as well if any. now i
have not tested to see if this solution really works on the silead windows 8.1 or windows 10 or if the drivers work as intended because i'm using it on ltc5860 but as i'm already using the system, i thought i'd put it on here. i tried to install this drivers in windows 7 on my alix and the device was not recognized on windows 7 anymore. i tried to
install the script as described in the instructions but could not get it to run. when i tried install the 32 bit version, the device was recognized correctly, but since in my case the camera does not work yet, it is not necessary, i used the download version with the missing camera. i used the following procedure to install the hidminidriver for my

kf2-2, following the instructions from the project, is working perfectly, rotation, tap, pinch zooming, all fine. touchscreen: chuwi hi8. steps for xp: first, close all windows. unplug usb. turn on your computer. wait for windows to start. after windows has loaded, you will see a blank screen. when you move your finger on the touch screen, the
cursor will move.
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The issues I've found after quite a while of research are that every time you try to install the KMDFHID_MINI.MSC (the Silead drivers) you get an error and then it just vanishes; after that I tried creating a shortcut to that file but when I try
to run it, it just vanishes as well and there's no way to access the command-line to have a look and try to find a solution. Well, I ended up managing to make it work, but it was not pretty at all. After a while of research I found that if you

use a non-default kernel, the KMDF driver will work and that's the best way to go as you will be able to run the cameras but there's just one problem, and that is that the touch screen will be non-functional. Once I got the Touch working in
Win10 (on a non-LTSA kernel) using the KMDFHID_MINI.MSC files (I tried all sorts of drivers to make it work) I came across a post from someone who fixed his issue with the Invert rotation of his touch using a 3rd-party tool that was able to

flip the rotation. So, I downloaded the tool, connected my tablet to my computer, opened the tool and clicked the "Flip" button, after a while the tool showed me that all was working ok and then I rebooted the tablet. I expected all the
other problems to be gone, but after a couple of minutes it stopped working, the touch was un-inverted, the cameras were uninstalled, the Win10 OS on the flash drive couldn't be found and finally when I tried to use the tablet it wouldn't

wake up (and when I tried to turn it on from the power button, it didn't work either). 5ec8ef588b
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